Abstract. Frameworks aims to provide a reusable functionality and structure to be used in distinct applications. Aspect-oriented frameworks address crosscutting concerns and provide ways to attach itself in the application in a transparent way. However, using aspects the variations in the behavior can only be customized by aspect inheritance, which can increase exponentially the number of aspects and difficult the pointcut management. This paper proposes a flexible model which combines techniques for the insertion of crosscutting functionality with the structure of a metadata-based framework. This model allows (a) the maintenance of the class obliviousness, (b) the independence of the crosscutting technology and (c) the framework customization by composition. Additionally, the paper presents SystemGlue, which is a crosscutting framework that implements the proposed concepts. A modularity analysis was performed in an application that uses this framework to evaluate if the objectives were achieved.
Introduction
A framework is a set of classes that supports reuses at larger granularity. It defines an object-oriented abstract design for a particular kind of application which does not enable only source code reuse, but also design reuse [1] . The framework's abstract structure can be filled with its own classes or application-specific ones, providing flexibility for the developer to adapt its behavior to each application. Besides flexibility, a good framework also increases the team productivity and makes application maintenance easier [2] [3] .
A framework can contain points, called hot spots, where applications can customize their behavior [4] . They represent domain pieces that can change among applications. Points that cannot be changed are called frozen spots, which usually define the framework's general architecture, which consists in its basic components and the relationships between them. There are basically two different types of hot spots, that respectively uses inheritance and composition to enable the application to add behavior [5] . The use of composition allows the creation of black box frameworks [6] , which scales better and provides a more flexible structure than the ones that use inheritance.
An aspect-oriented framework [7] , like object-oriented frameworks, can be considered a incomplete reusable application that must be instantiated to create a concrete software. They can be classified as cross-cutting framework, which implement non-functional requirements, and application frameworks, that implement business rules. To specialize the framework behavior to a target application, an abstract aspect should be specialized, implementing the abstract methods and configuring the desired pointcuts. This structure based on inheritance is not suitable for frameworks with a large number of possible behavior variations [8] . For instance, the number of necessary aspects can grow exponentially based on the number of possible variabilities.
This paper introduces a flexible model that can be used to create aspect-oriented frameworks which uses a metadata-based processing to eliminate the drawbacks of the approach based on aspect inheritance. The present work proposes the usage of metadata to configure framework variabilities, an internal structure to enable composition and a metadata definition technique to maintain obliviousness. To evaluate this properties a complex framework for system integration, ready to be used in production environments, was implemented and used in a case study. Based on that, a modularity analysis was performed to verify the proposed model properties.
Frameworks
This section aims to describe different kinds of frameworks highlighting their main characteristics and the way that they provide behavior adaptation. In subsection 1.2, the mechanisms based on inheritance and composition in object-oriented framework are described. Next, subsection 2.2 presents the aspect-oriented frameworks and the drawbacks of using only inheritance to implement the behavior variabilities. Further, subsection 2.3 introduces the metadata-based frameworks, how they work and how they are internally structured.
Object-oriented Frameworks
A framework can be considered an incomplete software with some points that can be specialized to add application-specific behavior, consisting in a set of classes that represents an abstract design for a family of related problems. It provides a set of abstract classes that must be extended and composed with others to create a concrete and executable application. The specialized classes can be application-specific or taken from a class library, usually provided along with the framework [1] .
Another important characteristic of a framework is the inversion of control [3, 9] . A framework's runtime architecture enables the definition of processing steps that can call applications handlers. This allows the framework to determine which set of application methods should be called in response to an external event.
An abstract class can define abstract methods that are invoked from a more general method in the same class. Those general methods are called template methods [10] and they define the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, deferring to subclasses the redefinition of certain steps without changing the algorithm's structure. Those abstract methods are called hook methods [5] and must be implemented in the subclasses for framework adaptation [3] .
The main framework class can also have some instance variables and delegate part of the execution to them. Those instances must obey a known protocol, extending an abstract class or implementing an interface, for the framework to be able to invoke methods on them. In this case, the hook methods invoked by the template methods are located in other classes, which are called hook classes. Thus, for framework adaptation it is not necessary to extend the framework main class and the developer must only change the instance that composes it. That instance can be taken from the framework's own class library or can be application-specific.
A framework is neither pure blackbox nor pure whitebox. The whitebox strategy is more difficult to use, because the developer must know details about the framework's internal structure. It is also more flexible, because it gives more freedom for choosing what should be overridden by the subclass. The blackbox strategy hides the implementation details and composes the application functionality with hook classes. It is also less flexible, since the application can interfere only in certain points. In whitebox, the implementation must be chosen when the class is instantiated, and in blackbox it can be changed later. A pattern language for framework evolution [6] suggests that a framework should start being whitebox, which is more flexible, and when the extension points became more clear, it should evolve to a blackbox strategy.
Aspect-oriented Frameworks
Aspect-oriented programming [12] is a programing paradigm, whose main goal is to modularize cross-cutting concerns. The adoption of this paradigm by the software development community is still happening and it is usually used encapsulated inside tools and frameworks, such as JBoss Application Server [13, 14] and Spring [15, 16] .
The modularization capabilities of aspect-oriented programing can be used to improve object-oriented frameworks. Using aspects, it is possible to add features in an existent object-oriented framework without the modification of the original sourcecode [17] . This modularization of framework's features brings other benefits such as functionalities that can be easily disabled and potentially used in other contexts.
Other possibility is the creation of an aspect-oriented framework [7] that can be classified as cross-cutting framework, which implement non-functional requirements, and application frameworks, that implement business rules. Like object-oriented frameworks, those can be considered a incomplete reusable application that must be instantiated to create a concrete software. A framework's abstract aspect must be specialized to be weaved in the desired pointcuts and to add implementation in the hook methods, like represented in Fig. 1 .
An abstract aspect cannot use composition in extension points, because its invocation is transparent for the application, which do not have direct access to the aspect to set the hook classes. The composition can be used in this context only if the hook classes are instantiated using a Factory Method [10] , which is a type of hook method. A study about existent aspect-oriented frameworks [7] analyzed 13 frameworks and all of them contains a small number of functional variabilities. That can indicate that the existent model does not scale for a large number of possible behavior variations.
Indeed, based on this structure, every variability in those frameworks should be modeled as hook methods in the main abstract aspect. For variabilities whose behaviors can be combined the number of possible advices grows exponentially with the number of variabilities [8] . The concrete pointcuts also became granular and hard to manage.
Metadata-based Frameworks
The framework structures has evolved and recent ones make use of introspection [18] [19] to access at runtime the application classes metadata, like their superclasses, methods and attributes. As a result, it eliminates the need for the application classes to be coupled with the framework abstract classes and interfaces. The framework can, for instance, search in the class structure for the right method to invoke. The use of this technique provides more flexibility to the application, since the framework reads dynamically the classes structure allowing them to evolve more easily [20] .
When a framework uses reflection [20] [21] to access the class elements and execute its responsibilities, sometimes the class intrinsic information is not enough. If framework behavior should differ for different classes, methods or attributes, it is necessary to add a more specific meta-information to enable differentiation. For some domains, it is possible to use marking interfaces, like Serializable in Java Platform, or naming conventions [22] , like in Ruby on Rails [23] . But those strategies can be used only for a limited information amount and are not suitable for situations that need more data.
Metadata-based frameworks can be defined as frameworks that process their logic based on the metadata of the classes whose instances they are working with [24] . In those, the developer must define into application classes additional domain-specific or application-specific metadata to be consumed and processed by the framework. The use of metadata changes the way frameworks are build and how they are used by software developers [25] .
The developer's perspective in the use of those frameworks has a stronger interaction with metadata configuration than in method invocation or class specialization. In traditional frameworks, the developer must extend its classes, implement its interfaces and create hook classes for the behavior adaptation. He also have to create instances of those classes, setting information and hook class instances. Using metadata-based frameworks, programming focus is on declarative metadata configuration and the method invocation in framework classes is smaller and localized.
The basic processing in a metadata-based framework consists in the metadata reading from the target object, followed by its processing. In this process, the metadata read is used to adapt framework behavior and to apply introspection to access and modify the application object.
In [24] , a pattern language for metadata-based frameworks was described, addressing the main issues about how to structure internally metadata-based frameworks. The patterns Delegate Metadata Reader and Metadata Processor combined enable the extension of the metadata schema, providing a solution that allow the insertion of new application-specific hook classes in the framework execution. This solution is used in APIs like Bean Validation [26] and frameworks like JColtrane [27] .
The metadata consumed by the framework can be defined in different ways. Naming conventions [22] uses patterns in the name of classes and methods that has a special meaning for the framework. To exemplify this there are the Java Beans specification [28] , which use method names beginning with 'get' and 'set', and the JUnit 3 [29] , which interprets methods beginning with 'test' as test cases implementation. Ruby on Rails [23] is an example of a framework known by the naming conventions usage.
Conventions usage can save a lot of configurations but it has a limited expressiveness. For some scenarios the metadata needed are more complex and naming conventions are not enough. An alternative can be setting the information programmatically in the framework, but it is not used in practice in the majority of the frameworks. Another option is metadata definition in external sources, like XML files and databases. The possibility to modify the metadata at deploy-time or even at runtime without recompile the code is an advantage of this type of definition. However, the definition is more verbose because it has to reference and identify program elements. Furthermore, the distance that configuration keeps from the source code is not intuitive for some developers.
Another alternative that is becoming popular in the software community is the use of code annotations, that is supported by some programming languages like Java [30] and C# [31] . Using this technique the developer can add custom metadata elements directly into the class source code, keeping this definition less verbose and closer to the source code. The use of code annotations is called attribute-oriented programing [32] .
Prior studies report a successful use of attribute-oriented programming in different contexts [33] , like serialization, web service endpoints and interface to databases. It is also used in a fractal component model implementation [34] and in conjunction with Model-driven Development [35] . A recent experiment about the usage of metadata revels that the use of these frameworks reduces the application coupling and can increase the team productivity [36] .
Proposed Model
This section presents the proposed model for metadata-based crosscutting frameworks. The word "crosscutting" was used instead of "aspect-oriented" since the model can also be applied to other implementation strategies like the use of dynamic proxies [19] and composition filters [37] . For simplification, in the model description the strategies are referenced as aspects, unless the differentiation is relevant in the context. This model's goal is to provide a flexible structure for a crosscutting framework to be able to deal with a large number of variabilities. Other characteristics considered were the preservation of the class obliviousness and an easy framework adaptation for distinct architectures. The following subsections present the proposed practices to achieve these goals.
Metadata for Behavior Adaptation
Since an aspect can intercept the execution of different classes without their knowledge, it is hard to differentiate the execution for each one. The main strategy of the existent aspect-oriented frameworks for behavior differentiation is to provide different aspects for each possibility [7] . These aspects inherit from a framework abstract aspect specializing its behavior. As presented in the previous section, this model has serious drawbacks for a large number of variabilities, specially when they differ in a granular way among the classes and methods.
The foundation of the proposed model is to use class metadata to differentiate framework behavior. In aspects, the pointcuts are already defined based on class metadata, like class package, class name, method name, method return, parameter types and others. It can even use domain-specific or application-specific metadata defined in code annotations. Despite metadata defined can also be used for pointcut definition, this model proposes that this metadata should be consumed by the framework to enable differentiation of the execution logic among the classes.
It should define which variations are possible in the framework execution and provide a metadata schema to enable this differentiation. The metadata can be defined using code annotations, XML files, databases, code conventions or using a combination of this strategies. When a method execution is intercepted, the framework should read its intrinsic and domain-specific metadata and use it to parameterize its execution.
Among the benefits of this approach, it is possible to highlight that the use of metadata enable the existence of a single framework aspect. That aspect should be specialized only to define a more specific pointcut where it should be applied in the target application.
Intercepting Technology Independence
One of the requirements that should considered in the construction of a framework is the adaptability for different architectures and applications. The actual aspect implementations in Java language are not a standard adopted by all applications. Examples of aspect implementations in Java are AspectJ [15] , Spring AOP [16] and JBoss AOP [38] . Additionally, other solutions provide functionality that allow the insertion of components that can intercept the execution of a component method, such as dynamic proxies [19] , EJB 3 interceptors [39] and CDI interceptors [40] .
To enable framework independence about how execution should be intercepted in the architecture, this model proposes the encapsulation of the framework main functionality in a component, like illustrated in Fig. 2 . This component can be invoked by different kinds of software components which can intercept the application execution, such as aspects, filters and proxies. This practice allow the application to choose how the crosscutting framework should be attached to it. It makes the framework invocations more flexible and enable it to adapt easily to distinct environments. The authors consider this practice is advisable, not only to frameworks based on metadata, but for every crosscutting framework.
Metadata Extension
As presented in the previous sections, one of the weaknesses of the current model adopted for aspect-oriented frameworks relies in the usage of aspect inheritance for behavior specialization. By using metadata for framework adaptation (subsection 3.1) and decoupling the main component from the execution interception (subsection 3.2), it is possible to use a model based on composition. Fig. 3 illustrates the process proposed in this model. When the framework main component receives an invocation by one of the intercepting components, it invokes a class responsible for metadata reading that returns a representation of that information. This representation, called Metadata Container [24] , can contain only the metadata retrieved, or moreover classes for which part of the execution can be delegated. These classes, created based on the class metadata, are called Metadata Processors [24] . Using this structure, it is possible to create application-specific metadata processors, enabling the extension of the framework functionality. To make it possible, a mapping that links each metadata type to a class that reads it should be created. Based on that mapping, the class responsible for reading metadata delegate the reading of these types to the Metadata Reader Delegate classes [24] . These classes are responsible for the creation of the Metadata Processors, like presented on Fig. 4 If an application needs to extend the framework functionality, the first step is to create a new metadata type, which can be for instance an annotation or an XML element. The next step is to create the reader delegate class and map it to the created metadata type. Further, the metadata processor with the desired behavior should also be implemented and returned as the result of the reader delegate execution. Since the processor would compose the metadata container, the execution of framework should be delegated to it.
This approach provides a solution that enables the extension of the framework behavior using composition. It allows processors to be combined in a more natural way without an explosion on the number of classes to support the combination of variabilities.
Domain Annotations
Especially when the metadata is defined using code annotations, the application class receives directly information about the framework concern. This creates a semantic coupling between the class and the framework, which reduces the application modularity.
To enable the usage of attribute-oriented programming without compromising the obliviousness, the present model proposes the use of domain annotations. The domain annotation concept was introduced by [41] in an attempt to introduce annotations in the context of Domain-driven Design [42] . The main idea is to represent domain concepts using annotations and not others related to non-functional and crosscutting concerns.
This model proposes the mapping of domain annotations to framework annotations, providing a decoupling of the application classes with the framework metadata. This mapping represents a translation of how the framework should deal with a class or a method which represents a given domain concept. This mapping also brings other benefits like a better modularization [43] and a reduction in the duplication of configurations [44] . Fig. 5 illustrates this mapping. The framework annotation should annotate the domain annotation instead of the class directly. The mapping can be called dynamic when the framework is prepared to search at runtime for its annotations inside other annotations. The mapping is static if a tool change the domain annotations to the framework annotations at compile time. For instance, Daileon is a tool which provides a function library that facilitate the implementation of a dynamic mapping and a tool for the static mapping [45] . 
Implemented Framework -Esfinge SystemGlue
The software developed to demonstrate the proposed model in the present work is Esfinge SystemGlue [46] , which is an open-source framework which aims to enable the creation of distinct integration profiles for a given application. It was developed to solve a problem in a real application in which different clients needs to invoke distinct methods to integrate with their systems. The framework had already been functionally tested using ClassMock [47] and can be considered ready to be used in a production environment.
The next subsections describes the framework functionalities, its strategy for metadata definition and its internal structure.
General View
SystemGlue aims to provide an structure that allows the application to configure distinct integration profiles, enabling the invocation of different functionality according to the context. It uses metadata to define what should be executed after or before an application method execution. It supports method invocation, scheduling and message sending that can be executed based on conditions and asynchronously. The framework also uses metadata and code conventions to map the parameters and the returns among the invocations. The metadata definition can be defined in a flexible way using a combination of annotations and XML documents.
The following example exemplify the usage of annotations to configure the execution of functionality before and after a method execution. While the methods are invoked, their parameters and returns can be mapped and used among subsequent executions based on their names, which can be defined respectively by the parameter annotation @Param and the method annotation @ReturnName.
SystemGlue metadata configuration with annotations. @Executions ({ @Execute(clazz=InteligenceIntegration.class, method="getTargetInfo", when=ExecutionMoment.BEFORE, rule="order.targets.size==0") , @Execute(clazz= UnitsIntegration.class, method="sendOrder", when = ExecutionMoment.AFTER, async = true) }) public void saveOrder(@Param("order") Order order){ //core functionality implementation }
Flexible Metadata Definition
The use of framework annotations direct in the application methods can be useful for executing functionality which should always be invoked. Since to change the code annotations the code should be re-compiled, it is not a good solution to allow the configurations to be changed for distinct integration profiles.
SystemGlue also supports the metadata definition using XML files. This approach allow a more decoupled definition, which is more suitable for define metadata in situations where more than one metadata set is necessary for one class [48] , which is the case for integration profiles. The next code presents an example of the same metadata defined in the previus example represented in an XML file.
SystemGlue metadata configuration using XML. <systemglue> <class name="expl.OrderService"> <method name="saveOrder" params="expl.Order"> <execute class="expl.InteligenceIntegration" method="getTargetInfo" when="BEFORE" rule="order.targets.size == 0"/> <execute class="expl.UnitsIntegration" when="AFTER" method="sendOrder" async="true"/> <execute/> </method> </class> </systemglue> For the framework to load an XML file it is necessary to invoke the method loadXMLFile() in the class MetadataRepository. This file can define metadata for more than one class and a class can have metadata defined in more than one file.
A drawback of the presented approaches is that if different methods needs the same metadata configuration, the code to define it should be duplicated. It reduces maintainability making difficult general modifications in the metadata definition.
To avoid this problem, an alternative for metadata definition is the usage of domain annotations [41] , which represents concepts related to the application domain and are defined by the application. These annotations can be mapped to the SystemGlue metadata using annotations or in the XML file, providing an indirect configuration. Considering that the framework functionality is crosscutting, the domain annotations preserve the classes obliviousness [43] , since they would not contain information about a crosscutting concern.
Next code listing presents an example of the domain annotation mapping using annotations. The SystemGlue annotations are used in the domain annotation @OrderModification instead of directly on the class method. The framework recognize this indirect configuration and add this metadata to all methods configured with it. This practice facilitate changes, since the modification of the framework annotations would affect all methods annotated with the domain annotation. A domain annotation can annotate other domain annotation providing an specialization mechanism. The use of domain annotations can also be combined with XML definition. The metadata configuration can refer to an annotation instead of the method directly. Using this approach, the annotation can be simply defined without framework annotations. Next code listing presents an instance of the domain annotation metadata definition in the XML.
Referencing the domain annotation in the XML file.
<systemglue> <annotation name="expl.OrderModification"> <execute class="expl.InteligenceIntegration" method="getTargetInfo" when="BEFORE" rule="order.targets.size == 0"/> <execute class="expl.UnitsIntegration" when="AFTER" method="sendOrder" async="true"/> </annotation> <systemglue> It is important to highlight that any combination of these techniques can be used together in the same method to define the invocation of distinct functionality. Despite the advantages and drawbacks, each one is more applicable to a different scenario.
SystemGlue Internal Structure
One of the requirements considered in the construction of SystemGlue is that it should to be adaptable for different architectures. To enable SystemGlue functionality to be inserted in the most natural way to the application architecture, the main functionality is encapsulated in a component, named SystemGlueExecutor, which does not crosscut the application functionality.
Other components, such as dynamic proxies or aspects, are responsible to intercept the application methods invocation and delegate the execution to the main component. This flexibility is important to allow the execution to be inserted in a way which fits better in the application architecture. SystemGlue provides implementation of reflection dynamic proxies [19] , which creates proxies based only on interfaces, and CGLib proxies [49] , which supports proxies based on classes. The framework was also tested using Spring AOP [15] and EJB3 Interceptors [39], however these implementations are not provided with the framework to avoid more dependencies.
The framework follows the basic structure proposed in the section 3, as presented in Fig. 6 . The SystemGlue main component retrieves the metadata container from a metadata repository when it receives an invocation. The repository is populated with information retrieved from XML files and from the class annotations. The metadata container is composed by instances of the type MethodExecutor, which represents the executions that should be made after and before the application method. 
Modularity Analysis
This section presents an evaluation of the model modularity, by analyzing a case study that used Esfinge SystemGlue framework and verifying if it was able to achieve the proposed characteristics. As a tool to this analysis, this work used a Dependency Structure Matrix [50] , which is a matrix that basically shows the dependence between all the elements in a given software.
The interpretation of a DSM is made by noticing that both rows and columns have the same information: they represent a complete list of system entities whose dependence should be mapped. Each cell of the matrix represent the number of dependences between the entity represented by the line to the entity represented in the column.
To evaluate if the model allows the fulfillment of the modularity requirements, a fictitious case study was prepared with an application that plays the role of a Hospital ERP and three other applications representing softwares that integrate with it. It uses Esfinge SystemGlue to integrate the applications by using the domain annotations functionality. Figure 7 shows the DSM created based on the developed software.
The domain annotations are in the package br.com.lab.integration (C, D, E, G, H, I and J), classes responsible to activate the main features of the application are in the package br.com.lab.controller (B and F), SystemGlue's annotations are in the package net.sf.systemglue.annotations (K, L, M, N, O and P), and the remaining packages represent the classes responsible for the integration functionality (Q, R and S).
Based on the DSM extracted from the case study, it is possible to draw some conclusions about the system modularity. The main application classes only depends on the domain annotations. This dependence is highlighted by the yellow rectangles. Since the domain annotations express domain information, the application classes does not contain even a semantic dependence with integration concerns.
The domain annotations depend on the SystemGlue annotations to define each one's configuration. The SystemGlue annotations are highlighted by the green rectangle, while the dependences are highlighted by the orange rectangles. The classes responsible for the integration concern, highlighted in the blue rectangle, are completely decoupled of the rest of the system. Fig. 7 . Modularity analysis using a DSM.
Hence, the framework enables configuration profiles on metadata integrations with domain annotations, since the application classes deal with the main features and have no syntactic or semantic dependencies of classes that perform the integrations. Then SystemGlue has the responsibility to activate the points of integration. Based on that it is possible to conclude that the proposed model allows the fulfillment of this modularity requirements.
Conclusions
This work proposes a new model for crosscutting frameworks which enables it to deal with a high number of behavior variations. It is probably not suitable for domains with a small number of behavior variations. It proposes the use of metadata to enable the framework to use composition as the strategy for behavior extension. The model also proposes techniques for decoupling the component responsible for the method interception and the use of domain annotations to enable the usage of attributeoriented programming without compromising the obliviousness.
This model was used to build a framework named SystemGlue which aims to provide a flexible structure to enable the creation of distinct integration profiles for one application. It naturally deals with a high number of variations, including the possibilities of parameters and return mapping and the combinations of functions to be invoked before and after the application method execution. The integration functions can also be invoked conditionally and be executed asynchronously according to the configurations. The framework also provide flexible alternatives for metadata configuration and for attaching it in an architecture. A modularity analysis was performed in a case study that instantiated SystemGlue and the decoupling model requirements were evaluated.
